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efficiency is the award winning Honda Civic
Hybrid. A previous record was a 900-odd BHP but
the new one is for fuel economy, of 905 Wh/km.
This should be a record breaker for all the petrol
cost as the least petrol was used to reach this

mark. Not only was the Civic Hybrid’s engine used
to pull the car along, but it also ran at a standstill
and stored energy in its battery which could be

used for a later trip. This tech, as it is called, was
taken right out of the road test cars used by the
Japanese market, but in the United Kingdom only

the manual version of the little hybrid Civic
existed. The hybrid Civic has proven popular with
the motoring public, and was recently voted Car

of the Year in Japan, and it looks like it has won its
own segment too as it was a highlight at last

week’s Frankfurt Motor Show. There is no chance
of a similar hybrid Ford Focus Electric as we know
what it might actually be able to do, but we would

love to see a little fizz-into-the-top number that
could play with the Civic and possibly even beat it.

The Honda Civic Hybrid has plenty to offer
customers, though. For example, drivers can get a

smoother and quieter ride. The Civic Hybrid
comes with electric and electric only modes, and

the gears in the automatic are driven by the
electric motor, helping to combine the best
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qualities of both motor and the petrol engine. The
Civic Hybrid comes with both a regular 15-inch

wheelbase model and a long-wheelbase variant,
but the most interesting of these is the long-

wheelbase version, which is fitted with a diesel
engine fitted at the front to provide extra cargo

space. This is the only model available in the UK,
and it is almost identical to the Civic Hybrid’s
15-inch wheelbase model, apart from a few

alterations and a diesel engine. The diesel engine
in the long-wheelbase model is a six-speed
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